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The Joint Fall 2021 Meeting of the Texas Section of the APS (TSAPS), Texas Section of the 

AAPT, and Zone 13 of the Society of Physics Students will be hosted by the University of 

Houston – Clear Lake on October 21-23, 2021. This is a hybrid conference and participants will 

have the option of attending virtually or physically. The meeting will draw participants from all 

fields of physics and physics education throughout Texas and contiguous states. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TSAPS 2021 Fall Meeting Website:  http://www.uhcl.edu/tsaps 
 

Abstract Submission Information 

 

We are asking participants to upload their abstracts to ZeroDivZero.com and the APS 

Abstraction submission system to handle our abstracts, papers, slides, posters and whatever other 

PDF materials you may need. 

 

1. Open an account on ZeroDivZero.com  

2. Go to our TSAPS/TSAAPT/SPS Meeting Fall 2021 conference page 

3. Click the "Submit a title" button 

4. Complete the form and attach materials required for your presentation 

 

If you need help submitting your abstract materials to ZeroDivZero, please email them directly 

at help@0div0.com. 

 

http://www.uhcl.edu/tsaps
https://zerodivzero.com/
http://abstracts.aps.org/
http://abstracts.aps.org/
https://zerodivzero.com/
https://zerodivzero.com/conference/1f72de3e1c2c4cd895133527f693145c/titles
mailto:help@0div0.com?subject=
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The abstract submission deadline is September 24, 2021. 

Registration Information 

Online Registration is currently available. The priority registration deadline is September 30, 

2021. Note that one need not be an APS member to register for the meeting and all registrations 

are FREE of charge.  

Sign up to judge student oral presentations: Attendees with PhD’s in physics or related fields are 

encouraged to sign up to judge student presentations. We need your help, and students need 

your support!  

Information for Students 

If you do not see the correct student pricing for online registration, please follow these 

steps before completing your registration: 

• Update your account information: Student Login 

• Once you've updated your account, you can register again at the correct student rate. 

Please note: If you have previously tried to register and the rate was not correct, please 

make sure you delete the items in your cart before attempting to register again. 

Student Travel Awards 

Please complete steps 1–3 below by the Abstract Deadline on September 24, 2021 (extended) to 

be eligible for a Student Travel Award. 

1. Complete the 2021 Texas Section American Physical Society Fall Travel Grant 

Application - Student Form. 

2. Submit an APS abstract with the student as the first author and presenter. The abstract 

deadline is September 24, 2021. 

3. Have your research supervisor or department chair complete the 2021 Fall Student Travel 

Award - Advisor Form. 

Additionally, you will also need to take following steps before the meeting. 

• Pre-register for the meeting by September 30, 2021. 

• Join the Texas Section of the American Physical Society.  Membership is free for the first 

year for students.  The application is available online. and you just need to make sure and 

add the Texas Section. 

Travel awards will be $50–200 for as many students as possible, but the funds are limited. 

Students are expected to attend the major events of the meeting including the banquet. Recipients 

will be notified by e-mail by October 8, 2021.  Once attendance at the meeting is confirmed a 

check will be issued to reimburse the applicant.   

https://my.aps.org/NC__Event?id=a0l5G00000EtzEUQAZ
https://tamucc.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_ePXi37rOfRBmmVw
https://my.aps.org/NC__Login?startURL=%2Fstudentupdate
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfRFT06BEg5XlSI0kJhHjrIwl_ksWRB7UbwoSRdQcqFy585Hw/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfRFT06BEg5XlSI0kJhHjrIwl_ksWRB7UbwoSRdQcqFy585Hw/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc95H8V4c9l4JinerPqecqHlCXak2MqTWpqZcpRTFOBN2DKew/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc95H8V4c9l4JinerPqecqHlCXak2MqTWpqZcpRTFOBN2DKew/viewform
https://www.aps.org/membership/student.cfm
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Featured Speakers for TSAPS 2021, Oct. 21-23, University of Houston – Clear Lake 

Name Title Institution  Area 

Dr. Julianne Pollard-

Larkin 

 

Associate Professor 

of Medical Physics 

Physics Section Chief 

of Thoracic Service 

 

Department of 

Radiation Physics 

The University of 

Texas MD Anderson 

Cancer Center 

Medical Physics 

Dr. Sylvester James 

Gates, Jr. 

 

President of the 

American Physical 

Society 
 
Director of the Brown 

Theoretical Physics 

Center 

Department of 

Physics 

Brown University 
 

 

Supersymmetry, 

Supergravity, 

Superstring Theory 
 

Dr. Neal Lane 

 

Malcolm Gillis 

University Professor 

emeritus  

Director of the White 

House Office of 

Science and 

Technology Policy 

(1998-2001) 

Director of the 

National Science 

Foundation (1993-98) 

Department of 

Physics and  

Astronomy 

Rice University 

Science and 

Technology Policy 
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Dr. Paul Shapiro 

 

 Frank N. Edmonds, 

Jr. Regents Professor 

in Astronomy 

 

Department of 

Astronomy 

The University of 

Texas at Austin 

Cosmology and 

Astrophysics 

Dr. Mark Raizen 

 

Sid W. Richardson 

Foundation Regents 

Chair in Physics 

 

Department of 

Physics 

The University of 

Texas at Austin 

Quantum Optics and 

Atom Optics 

Dr. Fernando Quevedo 

Rodríguez 

 

Professor of 

Theoretical Physics 

Past Director of the 

Abdus Salam 

International Centre 

for Theoretical 

Physics 

Department of 

Applied 

Mathematics and 

Theoretical Physics 

University of 

Cambridge 

 

Theoretical High 

Energy Physics 

Science Diplomacy 

 

Contributed sessions will also include talks by our invited speakers: Victoria Catlett (UT Dallas) 

– Society of Physics Students, Dr. Michael Kolodrubetz (UT Dallas) – non-equilibrium quantum 

physics, Dr. Hyun Woo Lee (Pohang University of Science and Technology, South Korea) – 

theoretical nanoscale transport, Dr. Anton Naumov (TCU) – biomedical imaging, Dr. Mark 

Novotny (Mississippi State) – computational materials, Dr. Marcus Pimenta (Universidade 

Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil) – carbon nanotubes, Dr. John Shebalin (George Mason 

University) – plasma physics, Dr. Nevin Weinberg (UT Arlington) – theoretical astrophysics. 
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Weinberg and Hyer Student Research Awards 

 

The Steven Weinberg and Robert S. Hyer Research Awards will be presented at the Fall 2021 

TSAPS meeting to recipients who must have been graduate and undergraduate students 

respectively when the research was performed. 

 

The only criterion is excellence, including potential impact in the relevant scientific community. 

The research must be in physics or a physics-related subject, and it must have been presented at a 

Texas APS meeting within the past two years by either the student who must have been a TSAPS 

member at the time. We do allow the research to be presented at the same meeting in which the 

award is presented.   

 

WEINBERG AWARD NOMINATIONS: The Texas Section of the APS is now accepting 

nominations for the Steven Weinberg Research Award for graduate students. Details about the 

award and the nomination process are available at Weinberg Award. Nominations should be 

submitted by Friday, October 1, 2021; the nomination packet should be emailed to Prof. Barbara 

Szczerbinska. The award recipients will be announced at the Fall 2021 meeting. 

 

HYER AWARD NOMINATIONS: The Texas Section of the APS is now accepting nominations 

for the Robert S. Hyer Research Award for undergraduate students. Details about the award and 

the nomination process are available at Hyer Award. Nominations should be submitted by 

Friday, October 1, 2021; the nomination packet should be emailed to Prof. Barbara Szczerbinska. 

The award recipients will be announced at the Fall 2021 meeting. 

 

Texas Section Distinguished Service Awards (TSAPS-DSA) 

 

This award is to recognize individuals who have made outstanding contributions over several 

years to the Texas Section of the APS. These contributions include leadership through service on 

the executive committee and/or TSAPS sponsored activities such as the Fall and Spring Regional 

conferences, or other activities that significantly promote excellence in Physics in the Texas 

region.  

 

Award and nomination details are at DSA. Distinguished Service Award nominations are due 

Friday, October 1, 2021; the nomination packet should be emailed to Prof. Barbara Szczerbinska. 

Recipients will both be announced at the Fall 2021 meeting.  
 

Student Presentation Awards 

 

For several years the Texas Section has sponsored cash awards for outstanding presentation by 

both undergraduate and graduate students. The awards can be for presentation in a regular APS 

oral session or an APS poster session. Typically about one award per seven presentations has 

been given. The award program is underwritten by the general operating fund of the Section but 

has benefited in the past by contributions from industry sponsors. Such contributions to the 

award program are always welcome. 

 

If you would like to help judge the student presentations, please sign up here.  

 

https://engage.aps.org/tsaps/honors/prizes-awards/weinberg-research-award
mailto:Barbara.Szczerbinska@tamucc.edu
mailto:Barbara.Szczerbinska@tamucc.edu
https://engage.aps.org/tsaps/honors/prizes-awards/hyer-research-award
mailto:Barbara.Szczerbinska@tamucc.edu
https://engage.aps.org/tsaps/honors/prizes-awards/service-award
mailto:Barbara.Szczerbinska@tamucc.edu
https://tamucc.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_ePXi37rOfRBmmVw
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Rules for Entering Undergraduate and Graduate Student Competition 

 

(This should be read by both students and faculty who help students submit abstracts) 

Prizes will be awarded for outstanding papers presented by undergraduate and graduate 

students in both oral and poster APS sessions at meetings of the Texas Section. In order 

to compete, the following must be done: 

1. The student must be the first author and presenter of the paper. 

2. At the bottom of the Abstract page, after the name and address of the submitting APS 

member, students must indicate either "Undergraduate Student Competition" or 

"Graduate Student Competition" as appropriate and list their name and mailing 

address. Or if submitting electronically, in the Special instructions line, enter either 

undergraduate or graduate as appropriate. This is very important, otherwise the 

organizers cannot guess whether you are a student or whether you want to compete. 

Faculty: if you submit the abstract for the student, you should do this if you want to 

have your student judged in the competition. 

3. Students may compete in only one paper. In general only one APS abstract is 

accepted with the same first author. 

 

Congratulations to our newest APS Fellows  

 

Bhaskar Dutta [2020] 

Texas A&M University 

Citation: For outstanding and original contributions to the understanding of particle physics 

phenomenology, in particular dark matter, neutrinos, models and collider physics. 

Nominated by: Division of Particles and Fields 

 

Karl M. Ecklund [2020] 

Rice University 

Citation: For leadership in high-precision particle-tracking detectors using pixel technology, and 

in the measurement of top- and bottom-quark properties in both e+e- and hadron collider 

experiments. 

Nominated by: Division of Particles and Fields 

 

Feliciano Giustino [2020] 

The University of Texas at Austin 

Citation: For pioneering contributions to the ab initio theory of electron-phonon interactions and 

its application to the electronic, optical, transport, and superconducting properties of solids. 

Nominated by: Division of Computational Physics 

 

Alberto A. Martinez [2020] 

The University of Texas at Austin 

Citation: For pioneering research and masterful writing on the history from antiquity to modern 

times, of kinematics and the origins of special relativity, and on significant episodes, paradoxes, 

and questions in the history of physics and allied sciences. 

Nominated by: Forum on the History and Philosophy of Physics 

 

https://engage.aps.org/tsaps/honors/prizes-awards/upcoming
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Deborah K. Watson [2020] 

University of Oklahoma 

Citation: For the innovative use of group theory and graphical techniques toward the solution of 

the quantum many-body problem. 

Nominated by: Division of Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics 

 

Conferences for Undergraduate Women in Physics (CUWiP) 2022 

 

Applications are now open for in-person and virtual CUWiP 2022, which will be held Friday, 

January 21 - Sunday, January 23, 2022. 

 

The goal of APS CUWiP is to help undergraduate women continue in physics by providing them 

with the opportunity to experience a professional conference, information about graduate school 

and professions in physics, and access to other women in physics of all ages with whom they can 

share experiences, advice, and ideas. The national and local organizing committees of APS 

CUWiP strive to create a welcoming environment for all, including undergraduate women and 

gender minorities. 

 

More information is available at: https://www.aps.org/programs/women/cuwip/  

 

TSAPS Chair’s Message 

 

Dear TSAPS Members: 

 

The activities of the Texas Section of the American Physical Society have persevered, nearly 

with full strength, through the various phases of the pandemic! They continue and are enhanced 

with the new features and activities described here: 

 

(1) David Garrison and his colleagues have arranged for an exciting hybrid meeting October 21-

23 at the University of Houston at Clear Lake, as described immediately below and 

elsewhere in this newsletter. Information on registration etc. can be found at 

 

https://www.uhcl.edu/science-engineering/departments/physical-applied-sciences/physics/tsaps/ . 

 

Your visit to U.H. Clear Lake is also an opportunity to visit the Manned Spacecraft Center, 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johnson_Space_Center . 

 

(2) There are now two special student awards for exceptional achievements in research. The first 

is the new Steven Weinberg Award for research at the graduate level. The second is the 

Robert S. Hyer Award, which has been reconstituted as a student award for undergraduate 

research.  

 

Note that faculty advisors – as well as other qualified scientists – can nominate their current or 

recent students for these awards. They are both quite significant awards, and we strongly 

https://www.aps.org/programs/women/cuwip/
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.uhcl.edu%2Fscience-engineering%2Fdepartments%2Fphysical-applied-sciences%2Fphysics%2Ftsaps%2F&data=04%7C01%7Ckesden%40utdallas.edu%7C68ead116de9c4e381eeb08d97c4d564d%7C8d281d1d9c4d4bf7b16e032d15de9f6c%7C0%7C0%7C637677494926876559%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=1OWmBT3dpWGi4wxd0pl%2FQBP8mIoLJzQiNTb7GWCA8JU%3D&reserved=0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johnson_Space_Center
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encourage nominations of students who have significant research achievements, from all 

institutions represented by TSAPS. Information on the nomination process can be found at  

 

https://engage.aps.org/tsaps/honors/prizes-awards . 

 

You may remember that Steven Weinberg gave a talk at the excellent spring meeting last April, 

organized by Barbara Szczerbinska, not long before his unfortunate death. It is a measure of his 

strength that he was active in talks and teaching through last year, and was even initially 

scheduled to teach last fall, at age 88. His courses often turned into textbooks with original 

insights. In the opinion of many of us, he was the greatest theoretical physicist since Einstein 

and  Feynman. For the nearly 40 years that he was in Texas he continued to do research at the 

highest level – for example, on effective field theory and the cosmological constant problem. 

Most of his excellent technical and popular books were written while in Texas, and, beginning 

with his arrival in 1982, he created a strong theory group. 

 

At the Clear Lake meeting, there will be several talks in remembrance of Steven Weinberg’s life 

and work. You should find these to be a reminder that our description of nature and the universe 

– the worldview of humanity – has profoundly changed during the past few decades. This has 

resulted from the work of the entire physics and astronomy community, but if one were to focus 

on a single figure who was the most central in the development of the Standard Model of particle 

physics and its implications in astronomy and cosmology, it would be Steven Weinberg. 

So we have chosen to honor him with the creation of a new student award and with the talks at 

the Clear Lake conference, as described elsewhere in this newsletter. Among the speakers will be 

astrophysicist Paul Shapiro, a Weinberg colleague; former Weinberg student and eminent 

experimental physicist Mark Raizen; and – online from the  University of Cambridge -- 

Fernando Quevedo, also a student of Steven Weinberg. 

 

There will, of course, be a wide variety of notable events at the fall meeting, such as the other 

plenary and invited talks by distinguished physicists, including Neal Lane, former Director of the 

National Science Foundation, and Julianne Pollard-Larkin -- Associate Professor of Medical 

Physics and Physics Section Chief of Thoracic Service, University of Texas MD Anderson 

Cancer Center. 

 

Sylvester James Gates, president of the American Physical Society, will speak on Saturday. 

 

As usual, this meeting will provide an excellent opportunity for undergraduate and graduate 

students, as well as more senior researchers and teachers, to present their work and network with 

colleagues. In addition, a number of career-building sessions and physics education workshops 

will be organized by the TSAAPT and TSAPS. 

 

Sincerely, 

Roland Allen, TSAPS Chair 

 

 

 

 

https://engage.aps.org/tsaps/honors/prizes-awards
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TSAPS Executive Committee 

Chair: Roland Allen (4/20 - 4/21), Texas A&M University 

Chair-Elect: Barbara Szczerbinska (4/20 - 4/21), Texas A&M University–Corpus Christi 

Vice Chair: Michael Kesden (4/20 - 4/21), University of Texas at Dallas 

Past Chair: Rene Bellwied (4/20 - 4/21), University of Houston 

Secretary/Treasurer: Walter Wilcox (4/20 - 4/23), Baylor University 

Assigned Council Representative: Nora Berrah (01/19 – 12/22), University of Connecticut 

Member-at-Large: Joe Haley (4/19 - 4/22), Oklahoma State University-Stillwater 

Member-at-Large: Jennifer Marshall (4/19 - 4/22), Texas A&M University 

Member-at-Large: Donna Stokes (4/20 - 4/23), University of Houston 

Member-at-Large: Can Kilic (4/20 - 4/23), University of Texas at Austin 

Student Member: MacKenzie Warrens (4/20 - 4/22), Rice University 

Student Member: Taylor A Hutchison (4/21 - 4/23), Texas A&M University 

 

Weinberg and Hyer Award Committee Chair: Claudia Ratti (University of Houston) 

 

Newsletter Editor: Michael Kesden (University of Texas at Dallas) 
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